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Abstract. Service level agreements (SLAs) establish the terms in which
a logistics service may be provided or consumed. During the last years
we have been studying techniques to perform an automated analysis
of expressive and realistic SLAs, which makes the agreement creation
process easier for involved parties. Firstly, we extended WS-Agreement
speciﬁcation to allow to apply any type of validity periods to SLA terms.
Later, we dealt with the automated analysis of SLAs by proposing the
explaining of SLAs inconsistencies and non-compliance scenarios. In this
paper we show how these contributions are necessary to enable a logistic
scenario of package tracking by providing examples for each proposal. We
also include a ﬁnal discussion on the convenience of performing a merge
of all contributions to enable a better application of SLAs to logistic
scenarios.
1 Introduction
Service-Oriented Computing with its existing set of standards, promotes adap-
tive supply chain management concepts, ﬂexible and re-conﬁgurable logistics
service provisioning in supply chains. Thus, service level agreements (SLAs) es-
tablish the terms in which a logistics service may be provided or consumed.
During the last years we have been studying techniques to perform an auto-
mated analysis of expressive and realistic SLAs which makes the agreement
creation process easier for involved parties [3,5,4]. In order to apply our the-
ories, we used WS-Agreement speciﬁcation [1], which deﬁnes an XML-based
language and a protocol for advertising the capabilities and preferences of ser-
vices providers in templates, and creating agreements based on them. In IC-
SOC'07 [3], we proposed a temporal domain speciﬁc language (DSL) which
increases the temporal-awareness of WS-Agreement speciﬁcation. Such tempo-
ral DSL, allows expressive periodical/non-periodical and disjoint/non-disjoint
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2validity periods to the terms of SLAs. Later in ICSOC'08 [5] and ICSOC'09
[4], we dealt with the automated analysis of SLAs proposing the explaining of
SLAs inconsistency and non-compliance scenarios respectively. We also provide
a constraint-based solution model and two proof-of-concepts, available for test-
ing at http://www.isa.us.es/wsag. Mentioned [5,4] papers were inspired by
previous papers [2,6], which focus on checking whether an SLA is compliant with
another one but without providing any explanation for the non-compliance, if
any.
Contribution: This paper is focused on applying our previous contributions
on automated analysis of SLAs in logistic area. To this end, we take our previous
work in [3,5,4] separately, and we apply each one into a package tracking scenario
to validate our contributions in logistic area. Furthermore, we provide a ﬁnal
discussion on the convenience of performing a merge of all contributions to a
better application to logistic area.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the
used subset of WS-Agreement; Section 3 includes the agreement creation pro-
cess in a motivating scenario of package tracking providing; Section 4 apply to
logistics our contributions of: temporal-aware SLAs in Section 4.1, explaining
SLA inconsistencies in Section 4.2, and explaining the non-compliance between
templates and agreement oﬀers in Section 4.3; and ﬁnally Section 5 conclude
this paper and raises a discussion on future work.
2 WS-Agreement* in a nutshell
Due to the ﬂexibility and extensibility of WS-Agreement, in [5,4] we focused
on WS-Agreement*, which is a subset of WS-Agreement (cf. http://www.isa.
us.es/wsag, for details about these diﬀerences). WS-Agreement* just imposes
several restrictions on some elements of WS-Agreement but it keeps the same
syntax and semantics, therefore any WS-Agreement document that follows these
restrictions is a WS-Agreement* document. Furthermore, note that, although
WS-Agreement* is not as expressive as WS-Agreement, it does allow to express
complex agreement documents as those in Figure 1, in which the elements of
several WS-Agreement* documents in a packing tracking services providing sce-
nario are depicted.
 Name & Context identiﬁes the agreement and other information such as
a template name and identiﬁer, if any, referring to the speciﬁc name and
version of the template from which the current agreement is created. For
instance, context of Figure 1(c) refers to Template of Figure 1(a).
 Terms can be composed using the three term compositors described in [1]:
All (∧), ExactlyOne (⊕), and OneOrMore (∨). All terms in the document
must be included into a main All term compositor. Figure 1(a) includes All
and ExactlyOne term compositors. Terms can be divided into:
Service Terms including:
• Service properties must deﬁne all variables that are used in the guar-
antee terms and other agreement elements, explained later. In Figure
31(a), the variables are the availability of the computing service (Avail-
ability), the response time for a request from server, without considering
network traﬃc delays (ResponseTime), and the initial cost for the ser-
vice (InitCost). The type and general range of values for each variable
is provided in an external document such as the ad-hoc XML document
depicted in Figure 1(b).
• Service description terms provide a functional description of a ser-
vice, i.e. the information necessary to provide the service to the con-
sumer. They may set values to variables deﬁned in the service properties
(e.g. InitCost=20 in Figure 1(a)) or they may set values to new variables.
Type and domains are deﬁned in external ﬁles such as XML Schemes (e.g.
Carrier=MyCarrier in Figure 1(a)).
Guarantee terms describe the service level objectives (SLO) that a spe-
ciﬁc obligated party must fulﬁll, and a qualifying condition that speciﬁes the
validity condition under which the SLO is applied. For instance the Lower-
Availability guarantee term included in Figure 1(a).
A WS-Agreement template is an agreement document with the structure
of a WS-Agreement document as described in previous section, but including
agreement creation constraints that should be taken into account during the
agreement creation process [1]. These Creation Constraints describe the vari-
ability allowed by the party that makes the template public. They include (1)
Constraints involving the values of one or more terms, for instance the Final-
Cost deﬁnition of Constraint 1 of Figure 1(a); or (2) Items specifying that
a particular variable of the agreement must be present in the agreement oﬀer,
typically as a service description term, and its range of values. For instance, the
item elements of Figure 1(a) deﬁne three variables: the number of dedicated GPS
satellites used for locating packages (GPSs), the increase of the cost due to the
selected ResponseTime (ExtraRespTimeCost), and the ﬁnal cost for the service
(FinalCost).
3 Creation of SLAs in a Motivating Logistics Scenario
A typical interaction process to create agreements using templates and oﬀers,
applied to a package tracking service providing scenario, could be as follows:
(1) an initiator party, which needs a package tracking service, takes the public
template depicted in Figure 1(a) from a responder party. This template describes
the agreement terms and some variability that must be taken into account by the
initiator in order to achieve an agreement; (2) the initiator creates an agreement
oﬀer based on the public template, as Figures 1(c) and 1(d) depicts, and sends
it to the responder party; (3) ﬁnally, the responder party may accept or not the
agreement oﬀer received.
However, an agreement signed by all interested parties should be carefully
created because a failure to specify their terms could carry penalties to the
initiating or responding party. Therefore, agreement terms of templates and
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between them. In case of inconsistent documents an explanation of why it is in-
consistent would be very appealing. For instance, the agreement oﬀer of Figure
1(c) includes inconsistent terms emphasized with a cross. Moreover, once estab-
lished that the agreement oﬀer and the initial template are consistent, parties
must ensure the compliance between agreement templates and oﬀers. If they are
not compliant, an explanation would make it easier to solve problems between
parties. Figure 1(d) depicts a non-compliant agreement oﬀer with template of
Figure 1(a), because of the underlined term.
Furthermore, SLAs of logistic services usually require a high degree of temporal-
awareness. For instance, the package tracking service scenario of Figure 1 could
be included in a supply chain with more tasks such as the SMS sending to the
ﬁnal user with package tracking information. If we know that in Christmas pe-
riod the tracking information is highly demanded by people who want to know
whether their packages will arrive on time or not, we need control when and how
the service can be requested to satisfy our users. Therefore, we need to include
validity periods applied to the whole SLA and to concrete SLA terms.
4 Our Contributions
4.1 Applying Temporal-Aware SLAs in Logistics
Figure 2 depicts the package tracking service providing scenario of Figure 1 but
including the periodical and disjoint validity periods: Global Period, LessRe-
spTime Period and MoreRespTime Period, depicted in Figure 2(c). Global
Period informs about when the service can be requested -it is active on 2010
and it just stops the last hour of every Sunday due to maintenance operations-;
while LessRespTime Period and MoreRespTime Period inform about how
service can be requested depending on the available number of dedicated servers
and GPS satellites used to locate the package: On Monday-Friday from 8:00 to
18:00 the ResponseTime decreases due to a higher number of dedicated servers
and GPS satellites used to locate the package at work hours; and the Response-
Time increases at home hours because of a lower number of GPS satellites. In
the example we have removed the XML deﬁnitions for the validity periods for
simplicity (cf. [3], for details on XML validity periods deﬁnitions). Figure 2(b)
depicts a compliant agreement oﬀer for template of Figure 2(a). In the agree-
ment oﬀer, it is included two optional groups of terms with diﬀerent values for
ResponseTime and GPSs service properties, depending on when the service is
requested.
The study of temporal aspects in web services speciﬁcations starts with Oc-
tavio Martín Díaz's PhD and in ICSOC'05 [2], we overcome the problem of the
temporal covering, which involves covering a temporal-aware service demand
with several temporal-aware service oﬀers when none of the oﬀers covers totally
the demanded period. Later, in ICSOC'07 [3], we present our graphical repre-
sentation for temporality and we develop a temporal DSL to specify any type of
validity periods: (1) periodical/non-periodical, repeated or not on time with a
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– Percentage: integer [1,100]
– Time: integer [1,∞]
– Cost: integer [1,∞]
(a) A WS-Agreement template with 
general and item constraints.
(b) Content of the  ad-hoc XML document for the
variable domains of Figures “a”, “c”, and “d”.
Template “id:Template v1.0”
(c) An offer inconsistent with itself.
AgreementOffer “id:InconsistentOffer”
(d) An offer non-compliant with template “a”, 
demanding more dedicated GPS satellites.
Name PackTrackingUpTo5GPSs
Context – AgInitiator: IneedTracking Corp.
– ServiceProvider: AgreementResponder
CreationConstraints
Item 1
Constraint 1
FinalCost = InitCost + ExtraRespTimeCost + GPSs x 10
A
ll
(a
n
d
)
ServiceDescriptionTerm
– InitCost = 20     …
– Carrier = MyCarrier
ServiceProperties
– Availability “metricXML:Percentage”
– ResponseTime “metricXML:Time”
– InitCost “metricXML:Cost”
GuaranteeTerm “GuaranteedRespTime”
– SLO: ResponseTime >= 5 & <= 60
Name Bad Required ResponseTime
Context
– AgInitiator & ServiceProvider same as in template
– TemplateID: Template v1.0
– TemplateName: PackTrackingUpTo5GPSs
A
ll
(a
n
d
)
ServiceProperties same as in template
AgreementOffer “id:Non-CompliantOffer”
Name More GPSs Demanded
Context
– AgInitiator & ServiceProvider same as in template
– TemplateID: Template v1.0
– TemplateName: PackTrackingUpTo5GPSs
A
ll
(a
n
d
)
Ex
a
ct
ly
O
n
e
(x
o
r) GuaranteeTerm “LowerAvailability”
–QualifCondition: ResponseTime >= 10
– SLO: Availability >= 90 & <= 100 
GuaranteeTerm “HigherAvailability”
–QualifCondition: ResponseTime < 10
– SLO: Availability >= 95 & <= 100 
ServiceDescriptionTerm
– InitCost = 20
– ResponseTime = 4
– GPSs = 3 
– ExtraRespTimeCost = 15
– FinalCost = 65   (20 + 15 + 3 x 10)
– Carrier = MyCarrier
GuaranteeTerm “GuaranteedRespTime”
– SLO: ResponseTime >= 5 & <= 60
ServiceProperties same as in template
ServiceDescriptionTerm
– InitCost = 20
– ResponseTime = 50
– GPSs = 10
– ExtraRespTimeCost = 0
– FinalCost = 120   (20 + 0 + 10 x 10)
– Carrier = MyCluster
Constraint 2
ResponseTime < 10         ExtraRespTimeCost = 15
Constraint 3
ResponseTime >= 10        ExtraRespTimeCost = 0
GuaranteeTerm “HigherAvailability”
–QualifCondition: ResponseTime < 10
– SLO: Availability >= 95 & <= 100 
GuaranteeTerm “GuaranteedRespTime”
– SLO: ResponseTime >= 5 & <= 60
GuaranteeTerm “LowerAvailability”
–QualifCondition: ResponseTime >= 10
– SLO: Availability >= 90 & <= 100 
Item 2
Item 3
– GPSs: integer [1,5]
– ExtraRespTimeCost: integer [1, ∞]
– FinalCost: integer [1, ∞]
Fig. 1. Template and Oﬀers WS-Agreement* documents.
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for the whole SLA, GuaranteeTerms, and Items.
(c) Validity periods definitions for the whole SLA, GuaranteeTerms and Items of Figures “a”, and “b”.
Template “id:Template v1.1”
(b) A Compliant offer with template “a”, considering
the higher value for GPSs and ResponseTime at 
each validity period.
AgreementOffer “id:CompliantOffer”
Name Temporal-Aware PackTracking
Context – AgInitiator: IneedTracking Corp.
– ServiceProvider: AgreementResponder
– Global Period definition
CreationConstraints
Item 1a
A
ll
(a
n
d
)
ServiceDescriptionTerm same as in Figure 1(a)
ServiceProperties same as in Figure 1(a)
GuaranteeTerm “LessGuaranteedRespTime”
– LessRespTime Period definition
– SLO: ResponseTime >= 5 & <= 30
Name Temporal-Aware offer
Context
– AgInitiator & ServiceProvider same as in template
– TemplateID: Template v1.1
– TemplateName: Temporal-Aware PackTracking
– Global Period definition
A
ll
(a
n
d
)
ServiceProperties same as in Figure 1(c)
xo
r
same as in Figure 1(a)
GuaranteeTerm “HigherAvailability”
Item 2, 3
– LessRespTime Period definition
– GPSs: integer [1,10]
GuaranteeTerm “MoreGuaranteedRespTime”
– MoreRespTime Period definition
– SLO: ResponseTime >= 5 & <= 60
Item 1b – MoreRespTime Period definition
– GPSs: integer [1,5]
same as in Figure 1(a)
Constraint 1, 2, 3 same as in Figure 1(a)
Ex
a
ct
ly
O
n
e
(x
o
r) A
ll
(a
n
d
)
same as in Figure 1(c)
ServiceDescriptionTerm
– ResponseTime = 9 
– … same as in Figure 1(c) …
– GPSs = 10
GuaranteeTerm “LessGuaranteed…”
– LessRespTime Period definition
– SLO: ResponseTime >= 5 & <= 30
A
ll
(a
n
d
)
ServiceDescriptionTerm
– ResponseTime = 9
– … same as in Figure 1(c) …
– GPSs = 5
GuaranteeTerm “MoreGuaranteed…”
– MoreRespTime Period definition
– SLO: ResponseTime >= 5 & <= 60
Fig. 2. Temporal-Aware Template and Oﬀer WS-Agreement* documents.
7concrete frequency, and (2) disjoint/non-disjoint, with gaps inside the period or
not. Such temporal DSL is deﬁned as an XML schema which can be downloaded
from http://www.isa.us.es/wsag, but represented in [3] as an UML diagram.
We also discuss in [3] how to apply such temporal DSL to the whole agreement
or to single terms of WS-Agreement documents.
4.2 Applying the Explanation of SLA Inconsistencies in Logistics
The ﬁrst of our studied main operations of automated analysis of SLAs is the
explaining of SLA inconsistences and such analysis operation would be of great
help for the management of supply chains with logistic services regulated by
means of SLAs because a failure to specify their terms could carry penalties to the
initiating or responding party. Therefore, agreement terms should be speciﬁed
in a consistent way, avoiding contradictions between them. However, depending
on the complexity of the agreement, this may become a challenging task. The
application of our contribution in [5] would obtain error-free SLAs speciﬁcations
in logistics scenarios. For instance, Figure 1(c) depicts an agreement oﬀer for
template of Figure 1(a). However, the agreement oﬀer is not consistent due to
a bad value assignment to the ResponseTime property. Thus, if the provider
misses this mistake and sign the agreement, the consumer could claim for a
compensation and vice versa.
The study of this ﬁrst operation of automated analysis of SLAs started in
[5] where we present a rigorous mapping from WS-Agreement* subset of WS-
Agreement to constraint satisfaction problems with the objective of analyze such
resulting problem and give explanations for inconsistencies, if any. A proof-of-
concept is developed and available for testing at http://www.isa.us.es/wsag.
4.3 Applying the Explanation of Non-Compliance between
Templates and Agreement Oﬀers in Logistics
The second of our operations of automated analysis of SLAs is the explaining of
non-compliance between several SLAs and such analysis operation would be of
great help for the management of supply chains with logistic services regulated
by means of SLAs because it allows to identify why a template and an agreement
oﬀer are not compliant. This information can be used to provide solutions by
means of checking the reported errors or by means of a negotiation process. In the
logistics scenario of Figure 1, a supply chain manager could be interested in the
package tracking service described in template 1(a), but during the agreement
oﬀer speciﬁcation depicted in Figure 1(d) he may commit a mistake in the GPSs
value assignment. The error is to assign 10 to GPSs, without considering the
template creation constraint Item 1, in which 5 is the higher value allowed for
GPSs. In other cases a negotiation process could be needed if the provider is
interested in a non-totally-compliant agreement oﬀer.
The study of this second operation of automated analysis of SLAs started
in [4] where we take the mechanism of templates and agreement oﬀers of WS-
Agreement as reference, we include some rigorous deﬁnitions of compliance be-
8tween templates and agreement oﬀers, and the explaining of non-compliance
scenarios. A proof-of-concept based on constraint satisfaction problems has been
developed and it is available for testing at http://www.isa.us.es/wsag.
5 Conclusions and Discussion on Future Work
In this paper we have motivated the need for our recent contributions [3,5,4]
in logistics scenarios and we have proof that they are applicable by means of
examples for each contribution in a package tracking service proving scenario.
More speciﬁcally, we use the mechanism of templates and agreement oﬀers of
WS-Agreement speciﬁcation to present: (1) a temporal-aware scenario in Figure
2 with any kind of validity periods applied to the whole SLA or to diﬀerent SLA
terms; and (2) an inconsistent and non-compliant scenario in Figure 1 depicting
an inconsistent agreement oﬀer and a non-compliant agreement oﬀer with an
initial template.
However, such proof has been performed for each contribution on its own.
Therefore, we raise now the following question: Is it necessary a merge of con-
tributions to a better application to logistics?
It is obvious that performing a merge of the mentioned contributions we
would obtain an automated analysis of SLAs with a high degree of temporal-
awareness which is very appealing in logistics scenarios because it allows the ex-
plaining of inconsistent and non-compliant SLAs with a high degree of temporal-
awareness. Thus, explaining inconsistent or non-compliant temporal-aware sce-
narios we could: (1) solve contradictory terms with overlapped validity periods,
as for instance ResponseTime>=20 from Monday to Friday and Response-
Time<20 from Friday to Sunday; and (2) allow contradictory terms with non-
overlapped validity periods, as for instance `ResponseTime>=20 from Monday
to Friday and ResponseTime<20 from Saturday to Sunday.
However, such merge is an easy to enunciate problem with a hard solution
because we use constraint-based problems as paradigm to solve the explaining
of SLAs errors. The inclusion of periodical and disjoint validity periods in such
constraint-based problem may obtain a problem too complex to be solved. A
possible solution could be to perform a pre-processing of the validity periods
which is still under study. Therefore, at the moment we have focused on the
study of main operations of automated analysis of SLAs without considering the
complex temporal-awareness studied in [3]. In addition, we also have more anal-
ysis operations to study, as for instance the analysis of overlapping or diﬀerences
in an SLA or several SLAs.
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